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The New Yorker Jan 1
How Doug Mastriano’s rise embodies the spread of a movement centered on the belief that God intended America to be a Christian nation.
A Pennsylvania Lawmaker and the Resurgence of Christian Nationalism
Bird brought in Bradley Tusk, who had designed Uber’s strategy for disrupting New York City with its gig-working drivers in the early twenty-tens;
between January and June of 2019 ... Moynihan Train ...
The E-Scooters Loved by Silicon Valley Roll Into New York
It described a future world that will have experienced 1.5 degrees Celsius of global warming ... “Men are basically useless,” he said. This past
January, the group launched a ten-million ...
The Moms Who Are Battling Climate Change
Read The New Yorker’s complete news coverage and analysis ... the world’s largest democracy—with a population of some 1.4 billion living on a
landmass a third the size of the U.S.—escaped ...
Inside India’s COVID-19 Surge
Read The New Yorker’s complete news coverage and analysis ... think that Bolsonaro is laying plans to stage his own “January 6th,” in order to stay
in power, if next year’s elections ...
Brazil’s COVID-19 Crisis and Jair Bolsonaro’s Presidential Chaos
(Endeavor agents have represented The New Yorker in book publishing and in other media ... and has control of sovereign wealth funds worth $1.3
trillion. By diversifying the country’s oil-dependent ...
Ari Emanuel Takes on the World
Talk about a bad date. An upstate New York man was arrested this week after his would-be fling turned him over to the FBI when he bragged to her
on a dating app about storming the U.S. Capitol with ...
‘I did storm the Capitol’: New Yorker arrested after boasting about Jan. 6 riot on dating app Bumble
August 1, 2020 • Tommy Orange joins Deborah Treisman to read and discuss "The Years of My Birth," by Louise Erdrich, which appeared in a 2011
issue of the magazine. Orange's first novel ...
The New Yorker: Fiction
Get Support: If you are having thoughts of suicide, please call the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline, at 1-800-273-TALK (8255 ... at Rowan
University, in New Jersey, in a single semester.
A Mysterious Suicide Cluster
The country’s cyber forces have raked in billions of dollars for the regime by pulling off schemes ranging from A.T.M. heists to cryptocurrency thefts.
Can they be stopped?
The Incredible Rise of North Korea’s Hacking Army
Read The New Yorker’s complete news coverage and analysis ... They should have been done in January, and some of them will only help five years
from now. So, for example, if we allow colleges ...
India’s Uncounted COVID-19 Deaths
And, as Season 1 aired, Thomas had noticed that ... Alex Barasch is a member of The New Yorker’s editorial staff. Never miss a big New Yorker story
again. Sign up for This Week’s Issue ...
Josh Thomas’s Comedy of Self-Diagnosis
Like other indigenous New England dialects ... When they took their final trip, in January of 1998, Siebert was in a nursing home in Bangor. A brutal
storm had left the state of Maine looking ...
How Did a Self-Taught Linguist Come to Own an Indigenous Language?
An upstate New York man was arrested this week after his ... the U.S. Capitol with hundreds of other Trump supporters on Jan. 6, according to court
records. Robert Chapman, a 50-year-old resident ...
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